
 

If you are playing Saints Row 4, I’m sure you noticed the few models for female characters. The game does not shy away from
showing body parts but it does not show women at all. I believe the game should be more comfortable about who they are and
what they do, especially how they act in their everyday lives; which would allow players to explore all their different
personalities that way. Thankfully there is someone out there to fix that problem for me with a mod for this game called “Saints
Row 4 Sex Mod” (SR4SM) This mod allows women to be nude and will include dress options as well. The mod will be available
for download in the future, but they are currently having some technical difficulties. This mod is also known as "Sex Project" by
its creator mods_rebel666. This mod was created in an alternative reality where Saints Row 4 is coming out with a female
playable character in the game. The creator submitted this to the Saints Row 4 forums in an effort to try to push the developers
of the game to allow for a female playable character. 

Some of the gameplay videos can be found on YouTube with this video being found here: https://www2.youtube.
com/watch?v=dKUfh3uH-aQ The game's reception was widely positive, with aggregate scores of 88.50% on GameRankings
and 89/100 on Metacritic. "Saints Row 4" has received multiple awards by various organizations, including the Golden Joystick
Awards for "Best Motion Motion Capture" to the voice acting in "Saints Row IV". The game won many awards in its category,
including IGN's Best Xbox 360 Game of 2013 award. IGN said that ""Saints Row 4" is an incredible ride that captures
everything that made the series’ predecessor great while adding even more diverse and ridiculous characters. There’s no serious
reason to miss out on this one." Polygon gave the game an 8.5/10, stating "Volition's raucous, profane and silly open-world
superhero game is stuck in an odd sort of purgatory between satire and sincerity, but it's a fun ride all the same." The first DLC
was released on August 20, 2014. It introduces various new weapon and clothing customization options. The Overkill pack
includes an armoured weaponized vehicle called the Penetrator and a jetpack for super jumping, as well as new missions and
weapons. The pack was released for Microsoft Windows on September 23. It was released on November 9 for PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One. The second DLC was released on October 28, 2014. It introduces various new weapon and clothing customization
options. The Enter the Dominatrix pack includes a new Boss Fight featuring the character from "Saints Row: The Third",
General Complete, as well as new missions and weapons. The pack was released for Microsoft Windows on November 16. It
was released on November 2 for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. The third DLC was released on December 22, 2014. It introduces
a host of saints from previous instalments in the series.
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